Equniti interview questions

1. Tell about yourself?
2. What are the frameworks you used?
3. What is POM?
4. Uses of POM explain?
5. What is cucumber BDD?
6. Why we go for cucumber tell with example?
7. If I have some 50 test cases how will you run on that?
8. Which IDE you used for cucumber?
9. What is the flow of the cucumber?
10. What is Jenkins?
11. What is xpath and types?
12. Difference between relative and absolute xpath?
13. What is integration testing?
14. What is regression testing why we go for that?
15. What is test coverage?
16. What is RTM?
17. Have you captured screenshot?
18. Where did you keep the screenshot?
19. If your team lead asks about the particular screenshot how will you report?
20. Explain agile process
21. What is scrum?
22. What is scrum retrospective?
23. If u have 100 test case to execute normally it take 5 days bt only u have 2 days what will you do?

24. Do you have any questions?